LWQR 2X2 -30W-W4000K (4,050 Lumens) - 2 strips
LWQR 2X2 -40W-W4000K (5,400 Lumens) - 3 strips
LWQR 2X4 -40W-W4000K (5,400 Lumens) - 2 strips
QIK RETRORoFIT™

Parts List

PCB Strips

- A

- Magnetic quick connect clips

- C

Input / Line Voltage

- B

- Driver with w/magnetic quick connect clips

- D
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Each kit is specified to your requirements. The kits are configured with the PCB Strips and the driver and should never be changed or altered in any way.

Each kit come with: (see page 2)

**PARTS**

- **A** 2 or 3 PCB strips.
- **B** 1 driver with a quick connect to mount to the harness of the PCB.
- **C** magnetic clips.
- **D** the appropriate amount of harness for the driver.

**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. take out the old fluorescent tube.  
   (it is best to disconnect tomb stones/lamp holders).
2. cut the line voltage wire going to the driver.
3. using the quick connect(if purchased) (otherwise use wire nuts),  
   connect the line voltage to the driver line voltage wires.
QIK RETRоFIT™